Characteristics of a patient population seeking medical advice for nasal symptoms in Bulgaria.
The proportion of patients visiting general practitioners (GPs), otorhinolaryngologists (ORLs), and allergologists (ALRGs) for nasal complaints is unknown but important in estimating the number of subjects with nasal symptoms bothersome enough to warrant physician consultations and assessing nasal pathological conditions' burden on a national health care system. The Symptoms of Nasal Inconvenience Fact Finding (SNIFF) survey was developed to (1) assess incidence of physician visits attributable to nasal complaints; (2) characterize patients' nasal conditions; and (3) outline differences across physician categories. The SNIFF survey was completed over 20 days by Bulgarian GPs, ORLs, and ALRGs whom patients consulted for nasal symptoms. Survey forms differentiated type and severity of patients' conditions according to Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma (ARIA) guidelines and ranked bothersome symptoms. Smell impairment, comorbidities, and prescription practices were documented. Sixty-nine physicians (30 GPs, 8 ORLs, 31 ALRGs) completed 1,685 surveys. The proportion of patients with nasal symptoms over the total patients seen was 15.7%: ALRGs, 18.0%; GPs, 14.6%; ORLs, 13.1%. Patients were classified as having intermittent (38.8%) or persistent (61.2%) rhinitis, with most having moderate/severe symptoms (94.4%). Congestion was the leading symptom in 59.1%. Smell was impaired in 69.8% of patients, asthma was present in 21.4%, and cough in 62.9%. ALRGs were more likely to diagnose and manage patients per ARIA guidelines than were ORLs or GPs. The SNIFF survey results demonstrate congestion's role as a leading symptom motivating patients to seek medical advice. SNIFF also uncovered differences in practices among different categories of health care providers.